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 How would you design a colony in the 1700s? I designed my colony in Virginia in 

1734. It’s called Parkland and designed it to simulate what a typical settlement 

looked like in that time period. It lasted from 1734 to 1797 and the people came from 

the British Empire. Native Americans caused a lot of problems in this colony and 

destroyed a lot of things.  

 The colony of Parkland was founded when a British expedition, led by Parker 

Edmond and John Galt, got shipwrecked on the coast of what is now known as Virginia 

and found the land very suitable to their needs. So they built what became a thriving 

settlement which they named Johnville which they later renamed Parkland. The 

colony was home to an average of 150 men and their wives and children which 

averaged to about 205. At first they were a thriving civilization with good trade and 

fertile land, there was farms and ports and other places of economic growth and 

expansion, it was the good life for the people of Parkland. Sadly it wasn’t long before 

trouble showed up, much to the settlers surprise they were on Native ground and 

were not welcome. There were constant attacks and raids during the nights, houses 

burnt, livestock killed. It wasn’t long before the town farms and ports were turned 

into blacksmiths and barracks. The once simple town of parkland changed from a 

simple town of trade to a teaming fort of cannons and soldiers. 

 The town consisted of 16 buildings total, a town hall, two farms, a shipyard, a 

blacksmith, two large living quarters two small living quarters, a block house, a mine, 

a storehouse, a fort and fortress, a hunting lodge and a church. The town hall is 



where the towns people were convene and have meetings. The farms were a large 

source of food for the community growing corn and wheat. A shipyard is where they 

delivered goods and other products for trade by sea. The blacksmith were things like 

horse shoes weapons and other metal items were forged and repaired. Living quarters 

big and small was where people living in town could live and stay if they couldn’t or 

did want to live in a house. The block house was like a bunker for civilians in case of 

attack. A mine which supplied the town with valuable metals like iron silver and 

possible gold. A storehouse which stored the town’s excess wood, stone and other 

building materials. The fortress and fort  designed to store weapons and troops also a 

point of strategy were the forces of the town would plan attacks and defense. Next is 

a hunting lodge were people could practice there hunting and scavenging skills to 

haunt and gather food for the town. Last is the church where people would practice 

their religion get married and attend services.  

 The government of Parkland is a branch system of multiple smaller groups each 

associated with a vital characteristic of the society. Each of these groups would elect 

a leader of the group and the leader would represent there group at council 

meetings. The groups were the Forgers who were in charge of crafting and building of 

tools, weapons, buildings, and other crafted goods in the town. The second is the 

Researchers who study and design new items for construction to father benefit the 

town. Next are the Agriculturists who handled all the food that was produced in the 

town. Then there are the mining guild that handled the mines and supplies the 



Forgers with metals and other minerals to build tools and weapons like muskets, 

bayonets, and the most lethal of all canons. The next group is the leagues who are in 

charge of the military and movements. The last branch is the Church who is run by 

the minister. The minister is part of the council but acts like a president, breaking 

ties and running the meetings. 

 In the 1700s it wouldn’t be an easy life, with all the diseases, native attacks, 

the climate and animals. People living in new towns could either look forward to a 

new life or hard times ahead. For some a new town could be a new hope for people 

giving them a fresh start an new home. It could also be a major disaster; there could 

be native attacks, dieses, nature disasters like hurricanes or earthquakes or the cold. 

In conclusion it would be very difficult to live in that time period in those conditions.                

  

  

     

  

 


